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Introduction

Trends in Tobacco Use Among Young People

Smoking prevalence among youth underwent a sustained and substantial decline for about a decade from the mid-1970s to the mid-1980s. The Monitoring the Future study, funded by the National Institute on Drug Abuse, has assessed the substance use behaviors of large representative samples of high school seniors annually since 1975 (Giovino et al. 1994; Johnston et al. 1994). The data from this multiyear study have shown that daily cigarette smoking reached a peak of about 29 percent among high school seniors in 1977. Daily smoking then declined steadily until 1986, falling below 19 percent, but has shown little change since. Detailed analyses of trends in smoking by adolescents in 1974–1991, based on Monitoring the Future data and two other national health behavior survey series, also have shown consistent evidence that smoking prevalence among adolescents has generally been stable since about 1985 (Nelson et al. 1995). In 1997, daily cigarette smoking in the month before the survey was reported by 24.6 percent of high school seniors, the highest level since 1979, when 25.4 percent reported daily smoking. Long-term trends show that daily smoking among seniors was at a 25-year high of 28.8 percent in 1976 and 1977, declined to 21.3 percent in 1980, varied in the range of 18–21 percent from 1980 to 1991, and decreased to 17.2 percent in 1992. After that, seniors’ daily cigarette use increased steadily to reach 24.6 percent in 1997, then decreased to 22.4 percent in 1998 and remained statistically unchanged at 23.1 percent in 1999 (Johnston et al. 1999). A recent report with more current prevalence estimates and trend data from 1991 through 1997 shows that current cigarette use increased overall and for white, black (the racial/ethnic terms “black” and “African American” are both used in this report, according to the usage in the study cited), and Hispanic high school students (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention [CDC] 1998). A recent report with more current prevalence estimates and trend data from 1991 through 1997 shows that current cigarette use increased overall and for white, black (the racial/ethnic terms “black” and “African American” are both used in this report, according to the usage in the study cited), and Hispanic high school students (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention [CDC] 1998). Even so, the prevalence of smoking among African American high school seniors was lower than that for Asian Americans/Pacific Islanders and for American Indians/Alaska Natives (US Department of Health and Human Services [USDHHS] 1998).

Although the decade-long decline in smoking prevalence among young people stalled in the mid-1980s, it has persisted among all major adult population groups in the United States (Giovino et al. 1994). Changes in prevalence among young people thus do not seem to be closely linked to changes among adults (Reid et al. 1992) and may be more heavily influenced by other social forces. Downward trends in smoking by adults may, for instance, be partly the result of the continued accumulation of scientific knowledge about the long-term health consequences of smoking and of secondary exposure to cigarette smoke (USDHHS 1989; Environmental Protection Agency 1992). That no such downward trend was observed among most groups of adolescents in the past decade may reflect other factors: prices of tobacco products decreased (see Chapter 6); during the 1980s, public education efforts to prevent tobacco use among young people diminished; and youth-oriented marketing by cigarette manufacturers intensified (Nelson et al. 1995). Moreover, because of the highly addictive nature of cigarette smoking, the recent increases in prevalence of smoking among young people could carry over into their adulthood and eventually arrest or reverse the long-term declines that have persisted for decades (CDC 1994a; Giovino et al. 1994).

In a similar vein, a major portion of tobacco consumption at the beginning of the 20th century was in the form of spitting tobacco. The emergence of machine-made cigarettes as the dominant form of tobacco use in the 1930s (see Chapter 2) was accompanied by a 38.4-percent decline in total smokeless tobacco production from 150.2 million to 92.5 million pounds between 1944 and 1968. In the early 1970s, however, the market for smokeless tobacco reemerged. Between 1970 and 1981, the production of fine-cut tobacco, used in the manufacture of moist snuff, increased threefold from 4.8 million to 15.2 million pounds (USDHHS 1986). Sales of moist snuff have increased every year since the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) began monitoring it, from 36.1 million pounds in 1986 to 55.3 million pounds in 1997 (FTC 1999). Loose leaf chewing tobacco has seen a slight decline in sales over this period, from 65.7 million pounds in 1986 to 51.8 million pounds in 1997.

The growth in the sales of moist snuff has been attributed to a smokeless tobacco advertising and marketing campaign that encourages young non-users to experiment with low nicotine starter products with the intent of graduating new users to higher nicotine brands as dependence progresses (Connolly 1995).
The basis and success of this “graduation” strategy is supported by laboratory and epidemiologic data as well as tobacco industry documents. Smokeless tobacco manufacturers appear to be able to manipulate the nicotine-dosing characteristics of their products and have developed moist snuff products with a wide range of bioavailable nicotine (Henningfield et al. 1995; Djordjevic et al. 1995; Food and Drug Administration 1996; Tomar and Henningfield 1997). A national longitudinal study found that young males were twice as likely to switch from a brand with low or medium nicotine delivery to a high nicotine delivery product than to switch in the opposite direction (Tomar et al. 1995). Advertising and promotional expenditures have increased for nearly every year between 1986 and 1997, from $76.7 million to $150.4 million (FTC 1999). In 1997, $103.6 million was spent for advertising and promotion of moist snuff.

Smokeless tobacco use is primarily a male behavior. Use of snuff and chewing tobacco by young males increased sharply through the 1970s and early 1980s. Data from the National Health Interview Survey indicate that the prevalence of smokeless tobacco use among males aged 18–24 years increased from 2.2 percent in 1970 to 8.9 percent in 1987 and declined slightly to 8.4 percent in 1991 (Giovino et al. 1994). Based on CDC’s Youth Risk Behavior Survey, the prevalence of past-month smokeless tobacco use remained at about 20 percent among high school males during most of the 1990s (CDC 1992; Kann et al. 1995). Recent data indicate that smokeless tobacco use may be starting to decline among high school males (CDC 1998).

More vigorous steps are clearly required to prevent young people from beginning to use tobacco products. This chapter considers the effect of educational programs in such prevention. Throughout the discussion, the term “education” is used to encompass the range of activities that impart knowledge, alter perceptions, and modify behavior.

Reasons Young People Smoke

The public health importance of smoking among young people has generated a substantial amount of research on why they take up the habit. The results of these efforts have provided several consistent insights that have been reviewed in detail and summarized in recent reports (Lynch and Bonnie 1994; USDHHS 1994).

Development of tobacco addiction is a staged process that requires several years to progress from initiation to acquisition of an established habit (Leventhal and Cleary 1980; McCarthy 1985; see also Flay 1993). The initial stages are consistently associated with a well-defined group of risk factors. Early adolescence (aged 11–15 years, or 6th–10th grades) is the period when people are most likely to try smoking for the first time. Especially at risk are adolescents whose parents or guardians smoke or have lower levels of income and education (USDHHS 1994).

Young people’s perceptions of smoking behaviors in proximal and wider social environments are among the most powerful psychosocial forces influencing whether they begin to smoke (USDHHS 1994). Cigarette smoking among friends, peers, siblings, and others from the young person’s immediate environment is consistently associated with smoking initiation. The influence of friends and peers seems to be especially powerful in the early stages of developing a smoking habit. Perceptions of the larger social environment also seem to have considerable influence on smoking decisions. Adolescents tend to overestimate the prevalence of smoking among people their own age and among adults. Such perceptions—and in general, susceptibility to becoming a smoker—are likely to be strongly influenced by the effects of advertising (Evans et al. 1995). Young people who perceive high levels of smoking among their peers and who report that peers are more likely to approve of cigarette smoking are more likely to become smokers themselves.

These external influences are likely supported or opposed by internal, personal factors. The personal factors most often associated with smoking initiation include the young person’s belief that cigarette smoking is linked with positive functions, such as having a positive social image and bonding with a peer group. Among young women, smoking may be viewed as a means of weight control (French et al. 1994). Adoption of such perceptions may reflect, in part, the influence of a larger social environment in which smoking is presented through local and mass media as an adventurous and glamorous adult behavior. Thus, smoking provides some young people a perceived transition from childhood to adulthood (USDHHS 1994).

These findings, summarized in the 1994 Surgeon General’s report Preventing Tobacco Use Among Young People, strongly suggest that tobacco use is socially learned by children and adolescents and that it tends to have socially relevant meanings for them (USDHHS 1994). Smoking prevention programs should thus address the most salient psychosocial dimensions that can influence a young person to not begin smoking. These dimensions include enabling the young to cope with direct social pressure to smoke from their friends and peers and correcting or preventing misperceptions about the social effects and short-term...
health consequences of smoking, about peers’ and adults’ attitudes toward smoking, and about smoking prevalence.

**Educational Models for Smoking Prevention**

During the past two decades, several different theoretical orientations and program objectives have emerged for educational approaches to smoking prevention. Several changes have influenced these events: research and evaluation results that highlighted the ineffectiveness of the models used in earlier programs, the accumulation of consistent research characterizing the process of smoking initiation, advances in theories of human behavior, and promising results obtained from initial tests of newer educational models. Another important change is the expansion from relatively simple strategies and educational techniques to more complex plans that use multiple educational channels. Complex sociobehavioral problems are thus being addressed with more intensive educational strategies.

The earliest group (mostly from the 1960s and 1970s) of evaluated programs designed to prevent adolescents from beginning to smoke was based on an information deficit model (USDHHS 1994). This approach assumed that adolescents, as rational creatures, would refrain from cigarette smoking if they were supplied with adequate information demonstrating that this habit causes serious harm to the body. The educational techniques associated with these programs included lectures, demonstrations, films, posters, and books intended to raise levels of awareness and comprehension of health effects. Many programs based solely on this objective did increase knowledge among children and adolescents, as intended, but the programs were consistently found to be ineffective in dissuading young people from smoking (Goodstadt 1978; Thompson 1978; Kinder et al. 1980; Schaps et al. 1980, 1981). Although this approach alone was clearly inadequate, information about the health and social consequences of smoking was retained as an important component of later developments in smoking prevention education.

The limitations of this approach led to efforts in the 1970s to identify a more complex set of personal factors related to cigarette smoking by young people. Once these factors were identified, educational programs could be developed to try to modify them. Studies conducted during these years often observed that the use of cigarettes was associated with negative or antisocial patterns of adolescent behavior (USDHHS 1994). Educators interpreted these patterns as reflecting reduced levels of perceived self-worth and poor attitudes toward family, school, and community; these factors were hypothesized to be the root causes of smoking initiation. Various educational strategies to address these broad educational targets included programs focused on clarifying values, building self-esteem, and developing general skills for decision making, communication, and assertiveness.

Such efforts to prevent smoking initiation by helping young people develop stronger intrapersonal resources and general social competence have been collectively referred to as the affective education model. Evaluations of these programs, however, demonstrated that they were not much more effective in reducing cigarette smoking among young people than programs based on the information deficit model (Schaps et al. 1981; Durell and Bukoski 1984; Hansen 1992). The affective education strategy did mark the beginning of promising trends in designing education programs to prevent smoking: many programs began more directly incorporating results from research about factors found to influence smoking initiation and began including more powerful theoretical models of behavior change.

By the mid-1970s, results of analytic and theoretical research began to highlight a complex set of psychosocial factors associated with smoking initiation. Numerous studies had consistently found that smoking experimentation by the young was associated with peer smoking, smoking by others in the immediate social environment, and other social and psychological factors (USDHHS 1994). Although the resulting psychosocial intervention programs were developed through several different conceptual perspectives, they tended to share a core set of components that compose what is generally called the social influences model (USDHHS 1991). This model focuses on the development of social skills to resist social influences that encourage smoking.

The initial efforts to design programs based on these findings used a public health model: the problem was conceptualized as a social contagion in which the habit spread through a population by passing from one person to another. This concept directed program efforts toward strengthening the resistance of non-smoking adolescents to the behavior of their smoking peers. For example, Evans and colleagues (1978) at the University of Houston used methods derived from communications and social learning theories to try “inoculating” young people against peer influences to smoke cigarettes; the study group of adolescents was
shown videotaped models of credible peers who successfully resisted such influences (McGuire 1964).

This approach was developed further in small-scale studies that added other objectives and used other educational technologies (Botvin et al. 1980; McAlister et al. 1980; Perry et al. 1980). The appeal of the overall conceptual approach and the generally positive results of this initial group of studies stimulated a sustained evolution of the approach through several stages of development; the result was a generally recognized social influences model for school-based programs to prevent smoking (Flay 1985).

The main goal of this approach was to equip younger adolescents with specific skills and other resources that would help them resist direct and indirect social influences to try smoking cigarettes. The specific objectives usually included having the young person learn the short-term negative social and health consequences of smoking and the advantages of remaining a nonsmoker; learn that a relatively small proportion of young people and adults are regular smokers; recognize the social influences in the immediate environment and from the wider community and culture that promote smoking; and develop specific skills for managing direct social pressures from friends and peers, as well as indirect pressures from adult modeling, the mass media, and tobacco industry marketing. Although representing a significant departure from previous approaches, this model retained the provision of information on the negative short-term consequences of smoking (from the information deficit model) and continued to emphasize the development of social competencies (from the affective education model).

Social influences strategies have typically been applied through school-based programs for students in sixth through eighth grades (primarily during early adolescence). These programs have taken various formats, used different delivery methods, and been offered to diverse student populations.

By the mid-1980s, detailed analyses of research results indicated that social influences programs were consistently more effective than programs based on the information deficit or affective education models in preventing cigarette smoking (Tobler 1986, 1992; Rundall and Bruvold 1988; Hansen 1992; Bruvold 1993). Some reviewers, however, wondered whether this evidence was strong enough to justify developing public policies that would make these school-based programs a large-scale, key component of policies to prevent tobacco use (Flay 1985; Cleary et al. 1988; Kozlowski et al. 1989).

Concern focused on the quality of the effects achieved, the quality of the evaluation research that provided the evidence, and the generalizability of the programs. The programs’ effects reported up to the mid-1980s were not consistently achieved, were of short duration, and tended to be small. For example, Drug Abuse Resistance Education (D.A.R.E.), a drug resistance program that included but was not primarily focused on tobacco use, has been in wide use since the mid-1980s. A recent meta-analysis of published and unpublished results concluded that the program’s effect on tobacco use was small at best (Ennett et al. 1994). Limitations in evaluation methods—such as outcome measurement, attrition effects, consistency between assignment and analysis units, and completeness of reported effects on total populations—precluded drawing clear conclusions about program effectiveness. These reviewers also were concerned that the programs might be too complex to be carried out in most schools by most classroom teachers. Since 1990, many of these questions have been addressed by research on these educational strategies (Graham et al. 1991).
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enhance such programs by combining them with educational activities directed toward young people through parents, community programs, and the mass media or by combining them with programs that targeted multiple substances.

**Shorter-Term Follow-Up of School-Based Programs**

The group of studies summarized in this subsection evaluated programs that were based, with few exceptions, exclusively on educational experiences provided in school classrooms. These studies generally have addressed methodological problems commonly found in earlier evaluations of smoking prevention efforts. Improvements include use of biochemical measures to enhance the accuracy of self-reported smoking behavior, attention to validity issues related to attrition, and improved consistency between units of assignment to treatment and units of analysis. Most of this initial group of studies also improved on earlier reports by using more diverse study populations to test these programs and by following participants into the first year of high school to assess smoking prevention effects at an intermediate stage of adolescent development. The studies described and analyzed in this subsection thus represent the current state of the art in the evaluation of school-based smoking prevention.

**Project Towards No Tobacco Use**

Project Towards No Tobacco Use (Project TNT) was designed to assess the relative effectiveness of three main components of most smoking prevention programs based on the social influences model (Sussman et al. 1993b, 1995). The investigators developed separate classroom curricula to address each of these components (Sussman 1991; Sussman et al. 1993a). The first curriculum provided social skills to help students more easily refuse direct offers of cigarettes from peers; the second provided methods to counteract the impact of indirect pressures to smoke cigarettes, such as smoking (real or perceived) by peers or adults, tobacco industry advertising, and exaggerated notions of the actual prevalence of smoking among peers and adults; and the third improved knowledge of the short-term and long-term negative effects of smoking. A fourth curriculum addressed all three of these areas and was similar to the social influences model used with many other school-based smoking prevention programs. Each curriculum included 10 lessons designed for seventh-grade students. The curricula were delivered on 10 consecutive school days by trained health educators employed by the project. A control group received the standard curriculum.

The study included seventh graders from 48 junior high schools in 27 southern California school districts. Students from 8 schools were assigned to receive one each of the four curricula; students from the remaining 16 schools were assigned to receive the standard education program provided by their schools. These populations were relatively diverse: about 40 percent were from minority ethnic groups. Student reports of smoking behavior were measured immediately after the curricula were completed in the seventh grade (n = 6,716) and one year later in the eighth grade (n = 7,052).

Analyses of these data indicated that the curriculum that combined all three main objectives drawn from the social influences model achieved the lowest increase in weekly smoking prevalence (defined as smoking one or more cigarettes per week); this increase was 64 percent lower than the increase in the control group. The curricula that focused on indirect pressures to smoke cigarettes and on negative consequences of smoking also were significantly more effective than the control condition. The curriculum that focused on refusal skills did not yield results significantly different from the comparison condition. Changes in psychosocial mediators of program effects were consistent with these results (Sussman et al. 1993a). Similar effects were obtained for smokeless tobacco use. A two-year follow-up survey, completed when the participating students were in ninth grade, showed that the combined curriculum continued to have a significant impact on weekly smoking rates after these students entered high school (Dent et al. 1995).

**Know Your Body**

The Know Your Body (KYB) program, a school-based effort to reduce risk factors for chronic disease among young people, addressed cigarette smoking status, dietary behaviors, and physical fitness through curricula for fourth- through ninth-grade students (Walter 1989; Walter and Wynder 1989). Program components included parent education and periodic student health examinations. Designed to meet the rapidly changing educational needs of young people in this age group, the six-year curriculum progressed from a focus on knowledge and beliefs to a focus on decision-making skills (Walter and Wynder 1989). In the fourth and fifth grades, the curriculum’s component on smoking prevention concentrated on students’
### Table 3.1. School-based and multifaceted educational strategies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project name</th>
<th>Educational methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>School-based educational strategies with shorter-term follow-up</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project TNT (Towards No Tobacco Use)</td>
<td>2 years; 10 class sessions delivered by project staff in grade 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Know Your Body</td>
<td>6 years; multiple risk factor curriculum delivered weekly by classroom teachers in grades 4–9, plus parent education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHOUT (Students Helping Others Understand Tobacco)</td>
<td>3 years; 18 class sessions in grades 7–8 delivered by project staff, plus telephone and mail contact in grade 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>School-based educational strategies with longer-term follow-up</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life Skills Training Program</td>
<td>3 years; 30 class sessions delivered by teachers in grades 7–9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota Smoking Prevention Program</td>
<td>1 year; 5 class sessions in grade 7 delivered by teachers and peers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waterloo Smoking Projects</td>
<td>3 years; 11 class sessions delivered by project staff in grades 6–8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project ALERT</td>
<td>2 years; 11 class sessions delivered by teachers and peers in grades 7–8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Multifaceted educational strategies</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class of 1989 Study (Minnesota Heart Health Program)</td>
<td>5 years; 17 class sessions delivered by teachers and peers in grades 7–9, plus related school courses and activities and very intensive community education directed toward adults</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midwestern Prevention Project</td>
<td>3 years; 15 class sessions delivered by teachers and peers in grades 6–7 or 7–8, plus parent education and participation in school curriculum, informational media, and community organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Vermont School and Mass Media Project</td>
<td>4 years; 15 class sessions in grades 5–8 or 6–9 or 7–10 delivered by teachers, plus 540 television and 350 radio spot broadcasts each year</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Results*</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 conditions tested in 48 schools (n = 6,716)</td>
<td>64% less weekly smoking for full intervention group by end of grade 8 and 55% by end of grade 9</td>
<td>Very large short-term effect achieved by moderately intensive school program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 conditions in 15 schools (n = 911)</td>
<td>73% less smoking by end of grade 9</td>
<td>Very large short-term effect achieved by very intensive school program with parent education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 conditions in 22 schools (n = 3,655)</td>
<td>33% less monthly smoking by end of grade 9</td>
<td>Large short-term effect achieved by intensive school program supplemented with other contacts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 conditions tested in 56 schools (n = 5,954)</td>
<td>18% less weekly smoking observed at grade 12</td>
<td>Large sustained effects achieved by very intensive school program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 conditions tested in 18 schools (n = 7,030)</td>
<td>Program effects at grades 8 and 9 but not at grade 12</td>
<td>No long-term effects of less-intensive school program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 conditions tested in 22 schools (n = 654)</td>
<td>Program effects at grades 8 and 9 but not at grade 12</td>
<td>No long-term effects of moderately intensive school program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 conditions tested in 30 schools (n = 6,527)</td>
<td>Program effects less at grades 8 and not at grade 12</td>
<td>No long-term effects of moderately intensive school program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 conditions tested in 13 schools (n = 2,401)</td>
<td>39% less weekly smoking by end of grade 12</td>
<td>Large sustained effects achieved by intensive school programs supported by intensive community programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 conditions tested in 42 schools (n = 5,065)</td>
<td>32% less monthly smoking after 1 year; 19% less monthly smoking by end of grades 9–10</td>
<td>Large short-term effects achieved by intensive school program supported by parent education, mass media, and community programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 conditions tested in 50 schools (n = 5,458)</td>
<td>40% less weekly smoking by end of grades 8–10; 31% less weekly smoking at end of grades 10–12</td>
<td>Large sustained effects achieved by intensive school program combined with intensive mass media intervention</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Results are reported relative to a comparison group.*
health beliefs about smoking. Social influences, both direct and indirect, on decisions about smoking were addressed in the sixth through eighth grades. Psychological influences, such as stress and self-image, were addressed in the ninth grade.

The classroom program was delivered by the students’ usual classroom teachers, who had been trained by project staff. The overall curriculum required about two hours per week throughout the school year. If the curriculum gave equal attention to each of the three targeted behavioral areas, the smoking component would include about 24 hours of class time per year over six years. The parent education component of the program included participation in students’ homework from the curriculum, attendance at school meetings about the program, receipt of program newsletters, and self-assessment of risk factors for chronic disease.

The program was initially tested with students attending the fourth grade in 15 elementary schools from suburban communities near New York City (Walter et al. 1989). Students in eight schools received the KYB educational program, and students in the remaining schools received only measurement activities from the study. The follow-up survey in the ninth grade included 593 students (65 percent) from the original study cohort.

Analyses of these data showed that students who had received the program were significantly less likely than students not receiving the program to smoke cigarettes (verified through salivary cotinine measures). Smoking prevalence in the ninth grade was 73 percent lower among students who had received the program. This smoking prevention effect was stronger among boys than among girls. Favorable changes in health knowledge, dietary behavior, blood cholesterol, and obesity were also observed (Walter et al. 1988; Walter and Wynder 1989).

**Project SHOUT**

The Students Helping Others Understand Tobacco (SHOUT) project was designed to assess the effectiveness of a prevention program delivered to seventh through ninth graders by trained college undergraduates through classroom activities and telephone and mail support (Elder et al. 1993b). The program began with 10 class sessions distributed throughout the seventh-grade school year. Components focused on pressures to smoke, refusal skills, negative social and health consequences of smoking, decision making, and commitment to nonsmoking. In the eighth grade, eight classroom sessions reviewed refusal skills and engaged students in community action projects, such as encouraging others to quit, writing letters about tobacco issues to mass media organizations and tobacco firms, and debating issues about tobacco use. Throughout the ninth grade, when students had transferred into secondary school, the college undergraduates trained by the program staff made four supportive telephone calls to each participant; 69 percent of participants were reached at least once (Elder et al. 1994a). Also during the ninth grade, five newsletters were mailed to students and two to their parents.

This program was initially tested in 22 southern California schools. Students from 12 schools received the SHOUT program, and students from the remaining schools did not. About 45 percent of the students were from minority ethnic groups. The effectiveness of the program was assessed through classroom and mail surveys conducted at the end of each of the three years. The ninth-grade survey included 2,668 members (73 percent) of the original study cohort.

By the end of the ninth grade, the prevalence of monthly smoking (defined as smoking one or more cigarettes per month) was about 33 percent lower among students who had received the program than among those who had not. The relative difference in the two groups’ reported smoking increased each year and was statistically significant at the end of the ninth grade. The results at the end of the ninth grade were particularly encouraging, because program contact (via telephone calls and newsletters) was less costly. It was not possible to assess whether program effects had accumulated during the seventh and eighth grades. Results for ethnic subgroups were consistent with these overall results but were not always statistically significant. Similar effects for ninth graders were obtained for weekly cigarette smoking and for smokeless tobacco use. Assessments of cigarette refusal skills among students receiving and not receiving the program indicated that the program had positive effects on this mediator of smoking initiation at the end of the seventh grade but not subsequently (Elder et al. 1993a, 1994b). As was found with Project TNT, the results of the SHOUT program did not in general support a strong link between refusal skills and smoking behavior. In an extension of this program, newsletters and supportive telephone calls were offered again in 11th grade to a subset of the original intervention group. Results of an additional follow-up survey suggested positive effects of providing continued smoking avoidance support to students throughout the secondary school years (Eckhardt et al. 1997).
Longer-Term Follow-Up of School-Based Programs

The preceding group of studies did not address whether the observed prevention effects were permanent or whether they simply represented delays in smoking initiation from middle school to later high school years. Because few people begin smoking after high school, programs that prevent young people from smoking throughout the high school years are likely to prevent young people from ever becoming regular smokers.

Several studies of school-based programs to prevent smoking have followed participating students into the later years of high school to assess the durability of effects several years after the programs were implemented.

Life Skills Training Program

The Life Skills Training (LST) Program was designed to help adolescents develop a wide spectrum of personal and social skills, including those related to preventing cigarette smoking and the use of alcohol and other drugs (Botvin et al. 1990a). The core program consists of 12 curriculum units designed to be taught in 15 class periods to seventh graders. The problem-specific components of the LST Program are similar to those included in smoking prevention programs focused more directly on the social influences model. These components include offering practice in assertively resisting peer pressure to smoke and providing information about the negative short-term social consequences of cigarette use, the decreasing social acceptability of use, and the actual prevalence of use among adolescents and adults. Other program components address the development of generic personal and social competencies, such as communication skills and ways to develop personal relationships.

One of the notable strengths of this program is the relatively large number of separate trials reported by the investigators. The largest trial was conducted among students attending 56 suburban and rural schools in three geographic regions of New York (Botvin et al. 1990a). Students in 34 schools received the smoking prevention program, and students from the remaining schools did not. The smoking prevention program included the full 15-session LST Program in the seventh grade, followed by a 10-session booster program in the eighth grade and a 5-session booster in the ninth grade. These programs were delivered by the students’ usual classroom teachers, who had been trained either through group workshops followed by monitoring, feedback, and reinforcement of implementation procedures or through use of a training videotape. This study thus tested whether program effectiveness could be maintained while using low-cost methods for disseminating the program to large numbers of schools, teachers, and students.

Analyses of reports from the 4,466 students surveyed at the end of the ninth grade (75 percent of the original cohort) showed that the prevalence of cigarette smoking was significantly lower among students who had received the LST Program than among those who had not. The relative difference in the smoking scores was about 10 percent. Results were similar for both teacher training conditions. The analyses indicated that most of the knowledge, attitude, and skill variables that were targeted as mediators of effects showed significant changes consistent with program objectives. Program recipients also had significantly lower levels of marijuana use and alcohol intoxication.

In a long-term follow-up of the LST Program, data were collected from school, telephone, and mailed surveys administered six years after the initial 56 public schools had been randomized to treatment and control conditions (Botvin et al. 1995). The 3,597 predominantly white, 12th-grade students sampled represented 60.4 percent of the initial 7th-grade sample. Among all students included in the 12th-grade follow-up, weekly cigarette smoking was reported by about 22 percent of those receiving the intervention and by 27 percent of those in the comparison condition, representing an 18-percent relative reduction in smoking prevalence. For the subset of students receiving a reasonably complete version of the program, the relative reduction in smoking prevalence was 26 percent. The study is unique in demonstrating effects of a prevention program that lasted through high school. The generalizability of these results to other populations and school settings is an important area for exploration.

Similar support for the effectiveness of the LST Program has been obtained from shorter-term studies of variations in implementation procedures and study populations. These studies have provided evidence for the effectiveness of booster sessions after the initial program delivery (Botvin et al. 1983) and have compared the use of peers and teachers as program facilitators (Botvin et al. 1990b). Other studies have replicated the short-term effectiveness of the program with African American and Hispanic adolescents (Botvin et al. 1989a,b, 1992). Components of the program also appear to have had positive effects when implemented outside the context of a research project (Bruvold 1990). These multiple tests of one approach to school-based smoking prevention provide a
well-rounded picture of the potential effectiveness of various approaches. The results also demonstrate that relatively intensive programs that address the core objectives of the social influences model in the context of a larger curriculum can reduce smoking prevalence in diverse target populations and school settings when the curriculum maintains a reasonable level of integrity to the program design.

Minnesota Smoking Prevention Program

Two replications of a smoking prevention program based on the social influences model were combined into a single study of long-term effects, the Minnesota Smoking Prevention Program (Arkin et al. 1981; Murray et al. 1984). The core program contained units that identified social pressures to smoke, offered practice in skills to resist direct social pressures, provided information about actual levels of smoking among peers and adults, and provided information about the negative short-term social and physiological consequences of smoking. These objectives were addressed in five class periods delivered throughout the seventh grade; no additional educational components were offered in later grades. Both replications of the program compared the relative effectiveness of same-age peer leaders and adult leaders.

The two studies included 7,030 seventh-grade students participating in baseline surveys in 18 suburban Minnesota schools. In the first study, students received a social influences program led by adults or by peers or received an adult-led program of similar length on the long-term health consequences of smoking. In the second study, conducted a year later, seventh-grade students from the same 18 schools received the adult-led or peer-led social influences program, the adult-led health consequences program, or no specific smoking prevention program.

Results from the first study indicated that among students who were nonsmokers at the start of seventh grade, those who received the peer-led smoking prevention program were significantly less likely than those who received the adult-led programs to have tried smoking by the end of the eighth grade; similar results were seen for students who at the start had already tried smoking (Murray et al. 1984). Results from the second study indicated that at the end of the eighth grade, students who were initially nonsmokers and who received any of the test programs were significantly less likely than similar students from the schools receiving no program to have tried smoking (Murray et al. 1987). In the first study, differences among treatment groups had diminished by the ninth grade and were not statistically significant. In the second study, students who had initially tried smoking and who received the peer-led programs had a significantly lower smoking prevalence than students receiving the adult-led health consequences program (Murray et al. 1987). Modest effects of a peer-led program were detected in an 11th-grade follow-up conducted for the second study (Murray et al. 1988).

The investigators surveyed members of the original study cohorts when the first study participants were one year beyond high school and the second study participants were in the 12th grade (Murray et al. 1989). Those still attending school in their original districts participated in a classroom survey, and others were interviewed by telephone; participation exceeded 90 percent in both studies. Responses indicated that the programs had no lasting differential effects on smoking behavior.

Waterloo Smoking Projects

The Waterloo Smoking Projects (WSP) in Canada tested a social influences program designed to follow students from the sixth through eighth grades. The program included three main components common to social influences curricula (Best et al. 1984). The first component provided information on negative consequences of smoking, on smoking prevalences in the general population, and on social influences to smoke. The second component provided practice in skills to resist direct social pressures to smoke. The third component focused on decision making and public commitment to not smoke. These topics were delivered in six sessions during the first three months of the sixth grade. Information about social influences was reviewed in two booster sessions later in the sixth grade. Two additional booster sessions in the seventh grade and one in the eighth grade featured student presentations and discussions about smoking pressures and decisions. All sessions were presented by graduate students who were members of the project staff.

The evaluation design for this study provided methodologically stronger evidence for potential longer-term effects than previous follow-up studies of school-based programs. The WSP was tested with students from 22 schools in two school districts in southwestern Ontario (Flay et al. 1985). Students from half the schools received the program, and students from the other half did not. The schools were located in urban, suburban, and rural areas. The study sample included 654 students tested at the sixth-grade baseline classroom survey.
At the end of the seventh grade, 18 months after the baseline survey, results were reported for the 498 students (76 percent) who had been present for all cross-sectional analyses at each time point. The analyses showed reduced experimentation with smoking in the entire target population receiving the program and reduced consumption among students who were regular smokers before involvement in the program (Flay et al. 1985). Longitudinal analyses showed significantly less smoking among program recipients who had already tried smoking before starting the program. Psychosocial mediators, such as knowledge and perceived control, showed changes throughout the target population that were consistent with program objectives (Flay et al. 1983).

Results at the end of the eighth grade were reported for the 439 students (67 percent) who had participated in all six school surveys administered through that time (Best et al. 1984). These analyses indicated that the program significantly reduced the amount of experimental smoking among the subgroup that at the baseline survey had reported never smoking. Effects that had been detected at the end of the seventh grade among students with more smoking experience were still apparent but no longer statistically significant.

The project surveyed original cohort members at the 12th grade by classroom survey, mailed questionnaire, and telephone interview. This effort yielded long-term follow-up data for 560 members (86 percent) of the original study cohort (Flay et al. 1989). There were no program effects at the 12th grade for any smoking level in the overall study sample or for any subgroups defined by initial level of risk.

### Project ALERT

The Adolescent Learning Experiences in Resistance Training (ALERT) school program was based on a social influences model that included many features common to this type of program (Ellickson et al. 1993a). The overall goal was to provide young people with the motivation and skills needed to avoid substance use, including alcohol and marijuana as well as cigarettes. The motivational component focused on reducing barriers to resisting social pressures, such as normative beliefs that most young people and adults smoke, that this behavior is widely acceptable and approved, and that smoking has positive physical and social consequences. The skill component focused on practicing skills to resist direct social pressures to smoke. Eight sessions covering these objectives were delivered one week apart during the seventh grade; three booster sessions reviewed the main points during the eighth grade.

This program was tested with students from 30 schools in eight school districts located in urban, suburban, and rural communities of California and Oregon (Ellickson and Bell 1990). In the initial school survey, about 33 percent of these students were from minority ethnic groups. Students in 20 schools received the ALERT curriculum, and students in the other 10 schools did not. In 10 of the program schools, the curriculum was delivered by classroom teachers alone; in the other 10 program schools, teachers were assisted by older peer leaders recruited from nearby high schools.

The initial assessment of this program was reported for follow-up school surveys completed 15 months after the baseline survey. After substantial follow-up effort, about 60 percent of the baseline cohort of 6,527 students were included in these reports (Ellickson and Bell 1990). Among students in the treatment group who had experimented with smoking before the program, smoking was reduced by about 20 percent. Among students who had never smoked, however, the program did not achieve a statistically significant reduction. Psychosocial risk factors targeted by the program, including beliefs about the consequences of use and perceived norms for cigarette smoking, showed changes consistent with program objectives (Ellickson et al. 1993a). These findings were generally consistent across school districts in various geographic regions with differing ethnic and socioeconomic profiles; the results were not affected by whether an older peer assisted in delivering the program.

An additional follow-up of these students was reported at the ninth grade, two years after the baseline survey (Bell et al. 1993). These analyses included about 75 percent of the baseline sample. Earlier effects on psychosocial risk factors persisted, but program effects on cigarette smoking and other substance use behaviors had disappeared at this time (one year after the end of the program).

A final follow-up survey was completed in the 12th grade, five years after the baseline survey and four years after completion of the program; 57 percent of the baseline sample were included in these analyses (Ellickson et al. 1993b). By the end of high school, the program had no detectable effect on cigarette smoking or other substance use behaviors; most program effects on cognitive risk factors had also disappeared by this time. Similar to the other longer-term follow-up studies, these outcomes indicated that program effects eroded rapidly when the program ended and that no effects on smoking behavior or related beliefs were detectable at a later time.
Summary of Recent School-Based Research Studies

These reports reflect a high level of consistency in approaches taken to prevent smoking initiation and in the results obtained. All studies used some form of multiple-session school curriculum that was based on the social influences model and was delivered through classroom activities beginning in the sixth or seventh grade; all included a similar set of core curriculum components; and all reported achieving significant differences in smoking behaviors for one year or more after the program was initiated. For most programs, significant differences were reported through the ninth grade (the first year of high school and more than two years after program initiation).

Some specific features of these results strengthen the case for the effectiveness of school-based social influences curricula. The magnitude and scope of the effects achieved across studies were generally more impressive than those reported by earlier studies. The size of the reduction in smoking achieved at the eighth and ninth grades and the duration of these effects were larger than those of the short-term follow-up studies. Most of these studies also reported substantial effects on theory-based psychosocial mediators of cigarette smoking that were targeted for change by the programs, such as relevant knowledge, attitudes, skills, and perceived norms. These results thus indicated important and persistent effects (at least for several years) across a wide range of outcomes anticipated by the theoretical approach. As discussed later in this section, however, the effects did not persist in the longer term.

Programs that were successful in achieving prevention effects through the ninth grade tended to include a larger number of educational contacts with students over a longer time period than most earlier programs. For example, Project ALERT included 11 class sessions over two years; SHOUT included 18 class sessions, four telephone contacts, and five newsletters over three years; the LST Program included 30 class sessions, four telephone contacts, and five newsletters over three years; the KYB program included an even larger number of class sessions over six school years. These relatively intensive programs successfully deterred young people from smoking cigarettes and using other substances during the periods that these curricula were provided. Comparable programs with smaller numbers of contacts over a more limited time have reported achieving a less sustained effect on smoking initiation (Biglan et al. 1987; Ary et al. 1990). These observations suggest a dose-response relationship between how much the students are exposed to the social influences program and how effective the program is in preventing students from smoking. These results suggest that larger numbers of educational contacts over a longer period of time may yield larger and more enduring smoking prevention effects. This conclusion is strongly supported by the long-term reductions in cigarette smoking prevalence achieved by the relatively intensive LST Program.

The results were also obtained within a wide range of curriculum formats. Some of the recent social influences programs have tried to reduce the prevalence of several substance use behaviors often linked in the behavioral development of young people. These programs have included efforts within the same curriculum to prevent the use of smokeless tobacco, marijuana, and alcohol, as well as cigarettes. Including several substances in the program objectives, as might often be the case in ordinary school programs to prevent substance abuse, does not appear to have reduced the potential effectiveness of these programs in reducing cigarette smoking. In several cases, the positive effects on smoking behavior were also observed for other substance use behaviors. Similarly, social influences programs have been successful in diminishing smoking behavior when they have been incorporated in a larger health education program that successfully addressed other health behaviors, such as diet and physical activity. The success of programs under this broad diversity of curriculum formats increases confidence in the theoretical relevance and generalizability of this approach.

These studies also tested the social influences model under various implementation conditions. Successful programs were reported from a diverse group of geographic areas and with urban, suburban, and rural populations. A much wider mix of ethnic student populations has been involved in these than in earlier studies. Some studies reviewed here have reported favorable program effects for African American and Hispanic adolescents; similar programs have demonstrated positive effects for American Indian adolescents (Schinke et al. 1988, 1994; Moncher and Schinke 1994). Successful programs also used various personnel to deliver the programs. These included programs delivered by students’ usual classroom teachers with or without intensive training, programs delivered with and without the assistance of peer leaders, programs delivered by college undergraduate or graduate students, and programs delivered by professional staff members of the research team. These diverse characteristics of successful programs further support the generalizability of the social influences model.
The more recent studies can be interpreted with much greater confidence than was possible with the pioneering studies reviewed a decade ago because of improvements in study design, measurement, and data analysis methods. Internal validity has been improved by including larger numbers of schools and students in study samples to enable investigators to account for school-level effects on smoking behavior (Murray and Hannan 1990). This approach also has improved external validity by providing for tests of programs with more diverse populations and placing program activities farther from the direct control of the chief investigators. In general, these reports have thus provided stronger demonstrations than were previously available of the benefits of social influences programs over other school health education programs for preventing smoking. The reports also provide greater assurances that the results obtained could be achieved in many types of classrooms if this curriculum approach was implemented with a reasonable level of fidelity.

The primary limitation of this promising record of success is its generally short-lived nature. Three of the studies that followed participants through the 12th grade consistently found that effects had faded over the high school years. The fourth, the LST Program, demonstrated a statistically significant impact through the 12th grade (Botvin et al. 1995). Thus, although the majority of programs based on the social influences model did not permanently protect young people from pressures or desire to begin smoking, the evidence shows that all of these programs successfully delayed this initiation for several years and that the most intensive of these programs reduced smoking prevalence through the end of high school. These results demonstrate that larger-scale implementation of intensive interventions based on this model can achieve long-term reductions in cigarette smoking among young people.

Further suggestions for overcoming this duration limitation may be drawn from these recent school-based studies. The studies provide evidence not only for the importance of overall program intensity, or the amount of exposure to the program (discussed earlier), but also for the effectiveness of programs that target a relatively broad array of educational modalities for smoking prevention. The LST Program addresses a spectrum of developmental concerns in addition to using a core unit on resistance to social influences that promote smoking; this curriculum has been shown to be effective with a wide range of populations. The KYB program achieved smoking prevention effects with a curriculum that was embedded in a larger program to change health behaviors. The SHOUT program included classroom-based community action and advocacy components in addition to conventional units based directly on the social influences model. Such broader approaches within school settings thus seem to be effective in addressing the diversity of smoking prevention needs among adolescents.

This perspective receives additional support from a series of studies that have tried to identify more precisely the strengths of the social influences model by testing main components separately. The design of the Project TNT program evaluation provided a direct comparison between the effects of four curricula focused on skills training for resisting peer pressures, on social norms about the prevalence and acceptability of smoking, on knowledge of the negative consequences of smoking, or on a combination of the three elements. Contrary to theory-based expectations, the social skills curriculum did not perform as well as the social norms or negative consequences curriculum; the combined curriculum had the best results (Sussman et al. 1993b). A similar study found that a curriculum based on correcting erroneous normative perceptions was more effective than a curriculum on training in resistance skills; the results also suggested that a combined curriculum addressing a variety of educational needs about social influences on smoking was more effective than curricula focused on individual components of the model (Hansen and Graham 1991).

These studies thus indicate that attempts to reduce the scope of smoking prevention programs to skills training alone are likely to be ineffective. Although school programs are well suited to provide skills training through direct modeling and practice, as well as to convey knowledge about the consequences of smoking, they may not be as well equipped to influence young people’s perceptions of the prevalence and acceptability of cigarette smoking among their wider peer group and adult society. As discussed in the next section, more complex and intensive programs combining interventions within and outside of schools may be needed to overcome the powerful prosmoking cultural images fostered by the larger social environment.

**Research on Multifaceted Programs**

Another group of recent studies has expanded the traditional school-based scope of educational methods to prevent smoking. To counteract the multiple sources of social influences that promote smoking initiation, these projects enlist the positive influences of parents, community organizations,
and the mass media in addition to offering strong school programs based on the social influences model. Relatively few examples of this new direction for smoking prevention efforts have been reported. Educational objectives for these programs have generally been developed directly from programs that have school-based components only, but specific strategies reflect various approaches, as might be expected when new techniques are being developed. Results provide good evidence that these multifaceted educational programs can achieve substantial smoking prevention effects that persist throughout the high school years more consistently than programs based only in schools.

Minnesota Heart Health Program: Class of 1989 Study

The Class of 1989 Study of the Minnesota Heart Health Program (MHHP) tested the efficacy of a school-based smoking prevention program conducted in the context of a wide range of associated school and community programs designed to improve health behaviors. These programs focused collectively on the overall goal of reducing the risk of cardiovascular disease among the adults of the targeted communities (Perry et al. 1992).

Smoking prevention programs were provided in the seventh through ninth grades. The main component of this multifaceted effort was based on the Minnesota Smoking Prevention Program (discussed in the previous section), which was one of the early successful designs for a social influences program (Perry and Jessor 1985). The Class of 1989 Study used a seven-session program delivered in weekly sessions during the seventh grade by peer leaders assisted by teachers (Perry et al. 1986). This program was followed by a two-session unit in the eighth grade that addressed smoking and exercise and by an eight-session unit in the ninth grade to prevent smoking and drug abuse. Similar curriculum units on eating and exercise behaviors were added to the school curriculum after the smoking prevention unit in the seventh grade (Perry et al. 1988).

These classroom components were supported in school by the development of health councils through which students participated in other projects related to the overall community program theme of cardiovascular risk reduction. Altogether, the students in the Class of 1989 Study participated in five years of educational programs that were provided through their schools and were focused on smoking and other health behaviors.

The school-based educational components were complemented and supported over the entire program period by community education and organization activities intended to reduce three cardiovascular risk factors—cigarette smoking, high levels of serum cholesterol, and elevated blood pressure—in adults of the targeted communities (Mittelmark et al. 1986; Perry et al. 1992; Luepker et al. 1994). The activities included individual risk factor screening and education, which was received by more than 60 percent of all adults; direct education sessions that were conducted in various community settings, which engaged more than 30 percent of all adults; food labeling education in grocery stores and restaurants; intensive mass media education; continued education of health professionals; and community organization to engage citizens, health professionals, and community leaders in developing and carrying out annual community education plans. Although the MHHP did not demonstrate a significant impact on adults (Luepker et al. 1994), a set curriculum and face-to-face training were found to increase the participation of teachers (Perry et al. 1990a).

The effect of these interventions on the smoking behavior of the targeted students was assessed through an evaluation design in which students from one community received these direct and indirect interventions and students from a matching community did not (Perry et al. 1992). At baseline, the target population consisted of all sixth graders attending the 13 elementary schools in these two communities. Longitudinal analyses at each annual follow-up considered students who had been present since the baseline surveys. The 12th-grade survey included 45 percent of the original cohort of 2,401 students. Cross-sectional analyses included all students participating in each survey.

Cohort analyses comparing weekly smoking prevalence and amount of smoking showed that students in the two communities did not differ significantly at the sixth-grade survey, which was administered before exposure to any substantial amount of program activities. Significant differences appeared at the seventh-grade survey, which was administered after completion of the core components of the smoking prevention program. Weekly smoking prevalence was about 40 percent lower in the treatment community cohort. Similar effects were found in the cross-sectional analyses. These significant differences were maintained through the 12th-grade survey, three years after the end of direct smoking prevention education and one year after the end of general community education.

This study was one of the first demonstrations in the United States that the effects of educational programs to prevent smoking could be maintained
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through late adolescence—and thus, theoretically, through life. Longer-term community programs supporting these school-based components appeared to play a key role in maintaining positive effects.

Midwestern Prevention Project

The Midwestern Prevention Project (MPP), a three-year school-based program for preventing substance use, was supported by several community interventions explicitly designed for this purpose (Pentz et al. 1989a). The school program consisted of 10 classroom sessions in the sixth or seventh grade (depending on the year of transition into middle school) and is the same as that reported by Hansen and Graham (1991). These sessions emphasized the negative consequences of cigarette, alcohol, and marijuana use; corrected misperceptions on actual levels of use among peers and adults; discussed direct and indirect pressures to use substances; practiced skills to resist pressures for substance use; and obtained public commitments to avoid substance use. These activities were presented by classroom teachers with the assistance of peer leaders. Ten homework sessions that involved parents’ participation accompanied the school program. These sessions emphasized clarifying family rules on substance use, practicing techniques for avoiding substance use, and learning ways to counteract media and community influences to use substances. The mass media component of this program occurred throughout all three years of program effort and was equally available to program and control group students. Media messages focused on news coverage of program activities through newspaper articles, brief television news segments, and radio and television talk show interviews with project staff.

During the second year of the program (occurring in either the seventh or the eighth grade) for the target cohort, a five-session classroom booster program was combined with homework designed to keep parents actively engaged in prevention efforts (Pentz et al. 1989b). School administrators, parents, and students also planned and presented a parent education evening featuring communication skills and school policies on substance use (Rohrbach et al. 1995). During the third year of the program, community leaders received training in organizing task forces to prevent substance use. This program component, like the media component, was equally capable of influencing students in the program or the control group (Johnson et al. 1990).

The overall program was tested in 42 schools from eight communities in the Kansas City metropolitan area. About 21 percent of the students from these sixth- and seventh-grade target groups were from minority ethnic groups. Students from the target grades in these schools were assigned to the school and parent components (24 schools) or to a delayed-treatment control condition (18 schools). All students and parents were exposed to the mass media components and were potentially exposed to the effects of the community organization component beginning with the third program year. Effects were evaluated by using a one-third sample of the large sixth- and seventh-grade target group. This study sample was obtained through baseline surveys of all targeted students in 16 schools and through a one-fourth sample from the remaining schools (total n = 5,065).

Follow-up surveys combined sequential cross-sectional surveys, including all students present at a survey point, and longitudinal surveys of a subset of baseline cohort members. The one-year follow-up sample included 5,008 members of the target population, who were then in the seventh and eighth grades. Monthly cigarette use was about 32 percent lower among students who had received the combined school, parent, and mass media programs than among students who had received the mass media information only. Similar effects were observed among the subset of students tracked longitudinally (Dwyer et al. 1989).

Additional classroom surveys were completed with 3,875 students two years after baseline, when the students were in the eighth and ninth grades (Pentz et al. 1989b). Significant program effects on monthly and weekly smoking prevalence were maintained from the one-year follow-up, although the magnitude of the differences between program and control students was smaller. Similar results were obtained from the panel of students measured longitudinally (Pentz et al. 1989c).

The longitudinal panel from the original sample was followed up into the 9th and 10th grades (Johnson et al. 1990). The baseline sample included 1,607 sixth- and seventh-grade students, of whom 1,105 (69 percent) provided complete data at both baseline and the three-year follow-up. Analyses indicated a significant treatment effect for monthly cigarette smoking. Students receiving the entire program reported about 19 percent less monthly smoking than students who received only the mass media and community organization components.
University of Vermont School and Mass Media Project

The University of Vermont School and Mass Media Project (VSMM) evaluated the effects of supplementing a school-based smoking prevention curriculum with intensive mass media campaigns carefully targeted to the needs of adolescents. Both the school and the mass media programs shared a set of objectives consistent with the social influences model. These common objectives stated that adolescents exposed to the programs would perceive fewer advantages of smoking, perceive more disadvantages of smoking, acquire social skills to resist peer pressures to smoke, and perceive that most people their age do not smoke (Worden et al. 1988). Other objectives concerned with smoking cessation and awareness of tobacco industry marketing to young people were introduced as the target group matured.

The school program included grade-specific lesson plans and teaching materials, and classroom teachers received annual training. Curriculum content covered key elements of the social influences model, such as short-term social and health consequences, awareness of social pressures to smoke, skills for coping with peer pressures and other social pressures, and decision-making skills related to smoking behavior (Flynn et al. 1995). The three-grade study cohort received this program for four years, in either the 5th–8th grades, 6th–9th grades, or 7th–10th grades. The program required four class sessions for the units in the 5th–8th grades and three class sessions for the units in the 9th and 10th grades.

The mass media campaigns used the common objectives and data from high-risk young people in six predefined age and sex groups. High-risk students were defined as those who had previous smoking experience or who knew at least two people in their immediate social environment who smoked, such as parents, siblings, or friends. High-risk girls and boys from three age groups participated in diagnostic research activities on two occasions during the study to provide information needed to tailor the mass media campaign to their needs (Worden et al. 1988). These data were used to develop pilot mass media spots, which were assessed by small samples of high-risk students.

Mass media advertisements that clearly addressed the common educational objectives and were attractive to their intended target groups were produced for broadcast as 30- and 60-second television and radio spots. Spots targeted to the six specific target groups were broadcast on programs that school survey data had indicated were popular among these groups; 36 television and 17 radio spots were produced. An average of 190 television broadcasts, 350 cable television broadcasts, and 350 radio broadcasts of these spots was purchased per year for four years in each target community.

The evaluation design included four geographically separate but demographically matched metropolitan areas from three states (Flynn et al. 1992). Students in two communities received the mass media and school programs for four years. Students in the other two communities received only the school programs during these four years. The initial cohort included all students from the fourth through sixth grades from 50 elementary and middle schools; more than 99 percent of these students (n = 5,458) participated in the first school survey. Interventions and annual follow-up surveys were conducted for the next four years, beginning at the 5th–7th grades in the 1985–1986 school year and ending at the 8th–10th grades. A classroom and telephone follow-up survey attempted to reach all original cohort members during the 10th–12th grades.

Results after four years of the program concentrated on the 47 percent of the original cohort who were fully exposed to the program components (n = 2,540). These analyses indicated that significant hypothesized differences in mediators of program effects occurred in the media-school communities beginning at the end of the second program year and that the amount and prevalence of cigarette smoking were significantly reduced at the beginning of the third program year (Flynn et al. 1992; Worden et al. 1996). By the end of the four-year program period, alternative measures of smoking prevalence and intensity indicated that students in the media-school communities reported 34–41 percent less smoking than students in the school-only communities. Two years later, when the study cohort was in the 10th–12th grades, differences between smoking prevalences in the two groups continued to be statistically significant and of similar magnitude (Flynn et al. 1994). Among students who were at high risk for smoking in grades 4–6, further analyses showed that these interventions produced significant differences in weekly smoking prevalence at grades 10–12 (Flynn et al. 1997). Cost-effectiveness analyses indicated that the cost per student smoker averted as a result of these interventions was about $754 in 1996 dollars, and the cost per life year gained was about $696 (Secker-Walker et al. 1997).

These findings show that carefully targeted mass media campaigns can add to school programs a substantial and enduring effect on smoking prevention when the program efforts are sufficiently intensive.
and the educational objectives for these two channels are closely coordinated. These interventions did not include a substantial program component directed toward parents or other adults in the community. The results provide powerful evidence of the influence of mass media messages on health behavior decisions made by young people.

Observations on Research on Multifaceted Educational Programs

These studies are notable because they all represent efforts to extend the impact of school programs by enlisting the influence, preferably throughout adolescence, of other powerful forces in the lives of young people and because their effects more consistently exceed those achieved by programs involving only the school (Table 3.1). This notion has added importance in view of the competition for curricular time within schools. The studies that were able to follow up study participants into the later high school years have provided the best evidence thus far that program effects can be extended when educational or other prevention strategies include multiple components and take place over longer terms. Because few people begin smoking after high school, these results suggest that long-term multifaceted programs can prevent significant proportions of young people from smoking not only during their junior and senior high school years but also for the rest of their lives.

The interventions used in these three studies were based on a common core of approaches. The main shared theme was that a strong school program was necessary to achieve substantial effects. The school component of the MHHP included 17 class sessions explicitly directed toward smoking prevention objectives over three school years; the MPP school program included 15 class sessions over two school years, as well as other school-based student activities; and the VSMM included 14–16 class sessions over four school years. The intensity of these school programs was similar to the intensity of successful school-only programs and approached that recommended by experts (Glynn 1989; CDC 1994b). A related theme was use of the social influences model in designing programs. The research groups that developed the MHHP and the MPP included investigators who were key contributors to the development of this model for school-based programs. The design of the VSMM program components also closely followed this model.

The third shared theme for these studies was their focus on entire communities. The MHHP was provided to, and evaluated in, all schools in a single moderate-sized community and was supported by communitywide mass media and organizational programs. Some components of the MPP were provided to students, parents, and community members in an entire large metropolitan area. The VSMM was provided to adolescents in two entire moderate-size metropolitan areas, and the same large groups were the focus of targeted media campaigns. The educational messages of the school-only programs, in contrast, generally did not reach beyond the walls of the selected school. Directing messages to entire communities of adults and adolescents may have increased the capacity of multifaceted studies to influence adolescents’ normative perceptions of the prevalence and acceptability of cigarette smoking.

The importance of the school component was emphasized by results of a study conducted within the context of the Stanford Five-City Project. This study shared with the MHHP the goal of reducing cardiovascular risk factors in entire adult populations and shared many features of the programs for adults (Farquhar et al. 1990). The adolescent smoking feature of this study assessed whether reductions in cigarette smoking among adults (Fortmann et al. 1993) were reflected among adolescents. A seven-session smoking prevention program was provided to adolescents in 7th and 8th grades during the fourth program year (Telch et al. 1982; Winkleby et al. 1993), and a four-session cessation unit was provided to half of the 10th-grade classes (Killen et al. 1988). The effect of this combination of programs was assessed through cross-sectional population surveys conducted over a 10-year period. No statistically significant differences in smoking prevalence were detected among participants aged 12–15, 16–19, or 20–24 years.

The duration of the community programs in the MHHP was one year less than that of the Stanford study. The school programs in the MHHP, however, were much more intensive and of longer duration. Although differences in evaluation methods preclude direct comparisons, results suggested that the MHHP’s substantial impact on the smoking behavior of adolescents in the Class of 1989 Study depended on the presence of a strong school-based program that was enhanced by the supportive community environment in which it was conducted. The Stanford study’s lack of effects on adolescents suggested that intensive, communitywide programs to reduce health risks among adults would not be sufficient to change adolescent smoking unless these programs were combined with more intensive school programs. These contrasting results affirm that a strong school program is important to the success of educational strategies for prevention.
The MHHP community activities were not specifically designed as smoking prevention programs; they were directed toward adults and addressed several cardiovascular risk factors in addition to smoking. These efforts to reduce adolescent smoking may have resulted because young people were directly exposed to community program messages and appeals intended for adults, school programs had heightened intensity from being conducted in communities focused on developing healthy behaviors, or parents stimulated by the community programs gave greater attention to adolescent health behaviors. The intensity, pervasiveness, and duration of the community program may also have affected the general norms of the community on health behavior, which in turn may have influenced young people to decide against starting to smoke.

Similar results were obtained by another youth smoking prevention study conducted in the context of pervasive community cardiovascular risk reduction campaigns. The North Karelia Youth Project in Finland included a school program with three sessions in grade seven, five sessions in grade eight, and two sessions in grade nine (Vartiainen et al. 1998). Intensive community programs on cardiovascular risk reduction were conducted for adults, including community organization and mass communication campaigns for cigarette smoking cessation, during the years the school program was delivered. Significant differences in cigarette smoking prevalence between young people in the intervention and comparison areas were found at each follow-up survey through age 21. At age 28, significant differences in smoking prevalence were found among those who were nonsmokers at the baseline survey, in seventh grade. These results provide strong support for the findings of the MHHP Class of 1989 Study and emphasize the potential impact on youth smoking of combining school and community programs.

The community component of the MPP was explicitly designed to complement the school program to prevent substance use. Program activities that occurred outside the classroom were more focused on parents’ behaviors than is usually found in research studies on smoking prevention. These activities included 10 homework exercises in the first program year and a wide range of family norm-setting activities; similar exercises accompanied the second year of the school curriculum. Parents helped plan and present a parent education evening in participating schools in the second year and participated in community organization activities in the third year.

The only program components to directly reach or involve the wider community were the media messages and community organization activities. The latter component was not introduced until the third program year and may not have had much effect on students’ smoking behaviors. Because parents, then, were the principal focus of educational efforts outside the classroom, the MPP effects were likely achieved mainly through strong and consistent parental support of the objectives of this school-based program. The media messages may also have influenced adolescents’ perceptions of peer, family, and community smoking norms.

Results of the MPP, the MHHP, and the North Karelia Youth Project thus offer the possible common interpretation that the programs’ effects depended on strong school programs supported by community programs that may have affected students in two ways: through substantially increased efforts by parents and through young people’s perceiving that smoking is not normative. Although parental components similar to the MPP homework assignments have been included in some school-only smoking prevention programs, the full scope of parent-oriented efforts used by the MPP in support of the school curriculum has not been tested previously. Further exploration of combined school and parent programs may be a promising avenue for future educational research studies. Similarly, these results highlight the importance of program components designed to influence adolescents’ normative perceptions.

The VSMM shared with the MPP and the MHHP the general strategy of supplementing a relatively strong school-based smoking prevention program with other forms of intervention but differed in several respects. The combined school and mass media program in the VSMM was directed toward the target adolescents, and no adult participation was anticipated outside of the classroom. The project’s resources thus were applied to influencing adolescents’ smoking behaviors directly through changes in the students’ beliefs, skills, and perceived norms.

The VSMM also differed in focusing on use of the mass media as a sole supplement to the school program. This design provided a reasonably clear indication that the magnitude and duration of a relatively strong school curriculum to prevent smoking could be significantly increased by a mass media component that concentrated exclusively on the target audience of adolescents.

Three other large-scale tests of mass media approaches to smoking prevention have been reported. One study conducted in North Carolina tested three
mass media campaigns that were not combined with school-based programs (Bauman et al. 1988). The media campaigns included radio spots on the expected consequences of smoking, a similar radio campaign that featured a smoking prevention contest, and the radio and contest components with television spots added. The messages were broadcast during three four-week periods at levels intended to reach 75 percent of the target audience four times during each period. Each campaign was conducted in two metropolitan areas; four other communities served as control areas. Adolescents aged 12–14 years were interviewed through household surveys at baseline (n = 2,102); 78 percent of them were followed up 11–17 months later. Results indicated that the campaigns had effects on the recipients’ knowledge of the consequences of smoking and other mediators but not on cigarette smoking behavior (Bauman et al. 1991).

In the Television, School, and Family Smoking Prevention and Cessation Project (TVSFP), Flay and colleagues (1988, 1995) tested a mass media supplement to a school program. The study design was similar to that used in the MPP. The main study was conducted in a single metropolitan area. The mass media component was generally available to members of the community, and the school program was offered only to members of the main treatment group. The main research question thus addressed whether a school program combined with a mass media campaign had a stronger effect than the mass media campaign alone. The school curriculum included 10 classroom sessions delivered by trained health educators during the seventh grade. The media component included segments that ran for two months in evening television news shows that were linked to the classroom sessions. Students in the main intervention conditions were asked to view these segments with their parents and to complete related homework activities together. Seventh-grade students from 47 schools participated in the study; they were surveyed during the seventh, eighth, and ninth grades. Program effects were observed in the follow-up surveys for mediating variables but not for smoking behavior.

More promising results have been reported for a three-year mass media campaign on youth smoking in Norway (Hafstad et al. 1997). This campaign used the novel approach of creating messages intended to stimulate antismoking interactions among young people through use of provocative messages that presented starkly negative images of adolescent smokers. Unlike other mass media approaches, these messages were presented as movie and newspaper advertisements and posters, as well as through broadcast media channels. Messages were broadcast or placed at a relatively high level of intensity over one three-week period each year for three years. Message themes were varied each year. The impact of these campaigns was evaluated over three years by comparing baseline and follow-up survey results among a cohort of 11,033 young people aged 14 and 15 years for one intervention county and one control county. Results showed that young people from the intervention county were less likely to start smoking and more likely to stop smoking at the follow-up survey. This study demonstrates the potential impact of relatively intensive, highly targeted mass media smoking prevention campaigns that are not combined with any other type of smoking prevention intervention.

Results of these studies using mass media as a primary educational strategy suggested that better outcomes were associated with more intensive, multifaceted program efforts on social influences. The TVSFP intervention included a substantial school curriculum for the seventh grade but did not include further sessions in later grades. The mass media campaign included a maximum of 10 exposures over a two-month period. The North Carolina study did not include a direct component for interpersonal education; the media component for this study did not directly address social influences on adolescent smoking and was delivered over a total period of three months. These program efforts contrast sharply with the three-year Norwegian media campaign and the 14- to 16-session school program combined with a mass media campaign delivered over four years in the VSMM.

Because only relatively brief individual messages about cigarette smoking can be delivered to adolescents through the mass media, it is reasonable to hypothesize that behavioral effects can be achieved only when the media spots run frequently and over many months. Other evidence discussed here indicates that these types of media campaigns are most likely to be effective when combined with some form of coordinated interpersonal education, such as school-based smoking prevention programs. The VSMM results thus align with those of the MHHP and MPP in supporting the importance of school programs. The VSMM also directly targeted normative perceptions in its school and media components and demonstrated positive changes in these mediators of adolescents’ smoking behaviors.

Several guidelines for designing future educational efforts to prevent smoking can be drawn from this review of three successful multifaceted programs. The central role of school programs in
smoking prevention education was affirmed by the results of all three studies. The MHHP and the MPP results both suggested the power of influencing adolescents’ perceptions of cigarette smoking norms through community programs that enhance the effect of school programs; the MPP results demonstrated the effectiveness of parents’ participation as a specific strategy for enhancing school prevention programs; and the VSMM demonstrated that long-term mass media campaigns targeted to adolescents’ beliefs, skills, and perceived norms could enhance the effect of school programs.

On a cautionary note, the theoretical and demonstrated ability of these programs to alter the smoking behavior of young people must be viewed in the larger context of their practicality. As noted earlier, the ability to disseminate such programs has been a matter of active public health engagement. The following section examines the current status of such dissemination.

**Diffusing Programs to Prevent Tobacco Use**

In the mid-1990s, several surveys were undertaken to assess the extent to which national guidelines for tobacco prevention in schools (CDC 1994b) were being implemented. One of these, the School Health Policies and Programs Study (SHPPS), queried state and local education districts directly about their adherence to guidelines (Collins et al. 1995). A second survey used health department tobacco coordinators as the primary information source about tobacco prevention programs in schools (J.K. Worden and B.S. Flynn, Tobacco use prevention education in the United States, 1994, unpublished data, September 1995).

**National Guidelines**

According to the CDC’s “Guidelines for School Health Programs to Prevent Tobacco Use and Addiction” (CDC 1994b), all schools should, for developmentally appropriate ages, provide instruction about the short-term and long-term negative physiological and social consequences of tobacco use, about social influences on tobacco use, about peer norms regarding tobacco use, and about refusal skills. Local school districts and schools are advised to “review these concepts in accordance with student needs and educational policies to determine in which grades students should receive particular instruction” (CDC 1994b, p. 9). The guidelines recommend that students in kindergarten through the 12th grade receive curricula for preventing tobacco use. Because tobacco use often begins in the 6th–8th grades (USDHHS 1994), more intensive instructional programs should be provided in these grades, and students should receive annual prevention education thereafter through the 12th grade. The guidelines also recommend that programs include support from families, support from community organizations, tobacco-related policies, and advertising campaigns for preventing smoking, because school-based efforts appear to be enhanced by complementary programs in the community. Finally, an ongoing assessment should monitor whether an adequate tobacco education program is being maintained.

**School Health Policies and Programs Study**

The SHPPS survey, in a follow-up to a similar survey conducted by the American School Health Association in 1989, examined state-, district-, school-, and classroom-level data (Collins et al. 1995). SHPPS examined specific instruction provided in six critical areas: intentional and unintentional injury, alcohol and other drug use, tobacco use, sexual behaviors, dietary patterns, and physical activity. The education agencies in all 50 states and the District of Columbia, a national sample of 413 school districts, a national sample of 607 middle/junior and senior high schools, and 1,040 randomly selected health education teachers were surveyed. State and district data were collected with self-administered questionnaires mailed to the person most knowledgeable about or responsible for each component of the school health program. School and classroom data were collected through on-site personal interviews with lead health education and classroom teachers. The multiple levels of data collection were necessitated by the embedded tradition of local control in determining educational requirements and content of instruction. The data from SHPPS are most clearly assessed by their relationship to the CDC guidelines.
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Guideline: All schools should develop and enforce a school policy on tobacco use. Policies should prohibit tobacco use by all students, staff, and visitors during school-related activity.

Almost two-thirds of schools had smoke-free building policies in place in 1994, though significantly fewer (37 percent) had prohibited the use of tobacco products by all persons on school property, in school vehicles, and at school-sponsored functions away from the school site. Most schools (83 percent) prohibited tobacco use by athletes and coaches during school-sponsored events, and most (89 percent) provided written copies of the policy to students, staff, and parents. Schools were significantly more likely to have used exclusively punitive consequences (58 percent) in response to the most recent violation of their school’s tobacco use policy than exclusively remedial consequences (2 percent) or a combination of punitive and remedial consequences (30 percent); few (8 percent) invoked attendance at a tobacco use prevention program as remediation for violations. Only 30 percent of schools offered tobacco cessation services in or through the school.

Guideline: All schools should provide tobacco prevention education in kindergarten through 12th grade. The instruction should be especially intensive in middle and junior high school and reinforced in high school.

In 1994, tobacco use prevention education was required in 37 states (72 percent) and in 83 percent of school districts. At the school level, 91 percent of middle/junior high schools and 82 percent of senior high schools included tobacco use prevention education in a required course. However, only 55 percent of middle/junior high school teachers and 47 percent of senior high school teachers of health education reported tobacco use prevention as a “major” topic in their courses. Of the middle/junior and senior high school teachers who included tobacco use prevention education as a major topic, only 21 percent spent six or more class periods on the topic.

Guideline: Schools should provide instruction about the immediate and long-term consequences of tobacco use, about social norms regarding tobacco use and the reasons why adolescents say they smoke, and about social influences that promote tobacco use. Schools should provide behavioral skills for resisting social influences that promote tobacco use.

Of the approximately 50 percent of teachers who taught tobacco use prevention as a major topic, 74 percent taught both short- and long-term effects of cigarette smoking. Fewer (61 percent) taught both short- and long-term effects associated with using smokeless tobacco. Although 61 percent of teachers addressed group attitudes (i.e., social norms) about tobacco use, only 42 percent taught about the actual amount of smoking and tobacco use among adolescents and adults. Less than half (48 percent) of this group of teachers provided instruction about “healthy alternatives” to tobacco use. Sixty-eight percent included instruction on social influences. Most teachers taught behavioral and social skills, though it is unclear if these skills were taught specifically within the context of tobacco use prevention education. For example, 89 percent of teachers taught decision-making skills, 87 percent taught skills for resisting social pressures, 81 percent taught communication skills, and 78 percent taught goal-setting skills.

Guideline: Improve curriculum implementation and overall program effectiveness.

In 1994, 82 percent of states had offered in-service training on teaching tobacco use prevention during the past two years. However, only 24 percent of school districts had offered in-service training on tobacco use prevention. Consequently, it is not surprising that only 9 percent of teachers of health education received training on tobacco use prevention education during the same time period. Although state-level training is typically designed for district staff, district-level training is the most common source of training for teachers. Increased training opportunities for teachers are needed to improve the effectiveness of tobacco use prevention education.

The 1994 SHPPS data were analyzed to examine the extent to which U.S. schools were implementing the CDC’s “Guidelines for School Health Programs to Prevent Tobacco Use and Addiction” (Crossett et al. 1999). Although data do not exist in SHPPS that specifically assess adherence to each of the six recommended program areas, three criteria were selected that reflect a “comprehensive” approach to tobacco use prevention (Crossett et al. 1999): (1) a tobacco-free policy consistent with CDC guidelines, (2) at least one teacher who taught tobacco as a major topic and covered four essential content areas (short-term health effects, groups’ attitudes toward tobacco, social influences, and life/refusal skills), and (3) access to tobacco cessation services for students. Only 4 percent of middle schools, junior high schools, and high schools nationwide met all three criteria. Twenty-six percent met two of the three criteria, and 41 percent met one of the three. More than one-fourth of schools (29 percent) met none of the three criteria. This analysis is
limited, because not all of the CDC guideline recommendations could be measured directly by SHPPS. Nevertheless, these findings indicated that very few schools were fully implementing the CDC recommendations in 1994.

Schools are faced with many competing demands for instruction and classroom content. Currently, most of this nation’s schools are providing students with some basic tobacco use prevention education. However, the recent increases in tobacco use prevalence among youth and the overwhelming documentation of the health consequences of tobacco addiction emphasize the need for improvement in what schools are doing to reduce tobacco use and nicotine addiction among their students, faculty, and staff.

A State-Based Assessment

To estimate current program activity in smoking prevention education across the United States, tobacco control coordinators in all 50 states and the District of Columbia were asked to participate in a survey (Worden and Flynn, unpublished data; unless otherwise noted, cited data in this section are derived from this survey). The position of tobacco control coordinator was established to oversee tobacco control and education efforts in each state health department, through either the American Stop Smoking Intervention Study (ASSIST) program of the National Cancer Institute (NCI) (Shopland 1993) or the Initiatives to Mobilize for the Prevention and Control of Tobacco Use (IMPACT) program of the CDC (USDHHS 1995). The survey was conducted between December 1994 and March 1995. The tobacco control coordinators were asked to describe any educational programs to prevent tobacco use—including school, community, and mass media activities—that were being implemented in their state during 1994 and to send written descriptions or examples of materials used in these programs. This survey differed from SHPPS in its primary reliance on health department rather than education department personnel and in the absence of a multilevel sampling approach. The state-based survey, on the other hand, focused more on the types of materials used.

Basic Curriculum

The state-based survey determined that school systems were generally left to create their own tobacco use prevention programs or to decide which of several available commercial programs would be implemented. Examples such as Here’s Looking At You, 2000 or the LST Program (Bosworth and Sailes 1993; Glynn 1994) were mentioned by a few of the states. A number of states had implemented some school-based educational programs on tobacco use that were supplemental to statewide school curricula. Among the supplementary programs, the most popular was Teens As Teachers (American Nonsmokers’ Rights Foundation 1994). Reported in 10 states, this program trains older high school youth to discuss with younger students the physiological and social consequences of tobacco use. The older youth also may convey the accurate norm that most young people do not use tobacco. Six states reported using the Tar Wars program, in which medical professionals discuss the consequences of tobacco use with junior high school students (Tar Wars 1995). Save a Sweet Heart, a program that emphasizes social influences on tobacco use for junior high school and high school youth (American Heart Association 1989), was reported in three states. Sporadic use was reported for several other programs, including Growing Healthy®; Teenage Health Teaching Modules, a version of D.A.R.E. that includes tobacco use prevention; the Minnesota Smoking Prevention Program; and a curriculum developed at the University of Vermont (Bosworth and Sailes 1993; Gerstain and Green 1993; Glynn 1994). In several states, either a voluntary health agency or a community or school group originated its own supplement to a school program.

Supplemental Programs

During 1994, two states—Massachusetts and California (see Chapter 7)—were particularly active in developing and implementing supplemental programs (i.e., in addition to statewide curricula) using mass media in smoking prevention. Although smoking prevention was one of several aims of the generic media campaigns funded through tobacco tax revenues in each state, the topic was clearly emphasized in a set of media spots specifically targeting youth in 1994 in each state. The Massachusetts campaign was comprehensive; seven messages addressed various topics suggested in the CDC guidelines (Massachusetts Department of Public Health 1994). The 1994 California campaign used seven television spots and six radio spots to describe the physiological consequences of smoking. Using humorous vignettes, the campaign identified toxic substances in cigarette smoke, such as arsenic, formaldehyde, ammonia, methane, and dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane (DDT).

On a smaller scale, supplemental efforts with comprehensive coverage also occurred in West Virginia and in Denver, Colorado. In West Virginia, through a
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contest sponsored by the American Cancer Society, four winning scripts for radio spots on smokeless tobacco use and on environmental tobacco smoke were selected from more than 300 entries from students in kindergarten through the 12th grade. The spots were broadcast on 22 stations and included several topics, although the only one related to the CDC guidelines concerned the physiological consequences of tobacco use. In Denver, a three-month billboard campaign promoted the theme “Smoking Doesn’t Add Up,” which suggested the financial consequences of tobacco use (Colorado ASSIST Alliance 1994).

Programs Including Families

Only two states reported large-scale supplemental programs that included families: New Jersey in its community grants programs and Oregon in a program entitled Parenting for a Positive Future. Three other states reported using the Unpuffables program, which requires parents’ participation and includes the topics of social influences and refusal skills (Perry et al. 1990b). It should be noted, however, that this estimate of parental involvement is likely to be low, since districts and schools, which vary considerably in the degree to which they involve parents in school activities, were not queried directly.

Community Programs

In general, virtually no states reported community organization programs dedicated to supplementing educational programs to prevent tobacco use. Several programs—including the Kids Against Tobacco program, which involved 5,000 young people in northwestern Louisiana—combined tobacco education and advocacy, but the main emphasis was on inspiring young people to advocate against tobacco use.

Combined Activities

At the time of the Worden and Flynn survey, only Pennsylvania reported combining a mandated school curriculum with supplemental school, community, and mass media programs in an educational strategy to prevent tobacco use. The statewide Youth Against Tobacco program was sponsored by the state’s health and education departments along with the American Cancer Society and the Pennsylvania Medical Society. These sponsors asked community organizations throughout the state to participate in the program, which ran from 1992 through 1995. More than 175,000 young people in 47 counties participated with local Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts, Boys’ & Girls’ Clubs, health organizations, Students Against Driving Drunk, D.A.R.E., and other groups. Community events included the 1994 Farm Show, in which 8,444 young people pledged not to smoke. The 1994 mass media program included a rap radio message aired by 223 stations in January and 280 stations in June. Declaring it “not cool” to smoke, the message described the social consequences of smoking (Pennsylvania Department of Health 1992).

Monitoring Program Objectives

Only Vermont reported having a system in place to annually assess school program activity. Act 51 stipulates that schools in Vermont annually report the number of schools implementing a curriculum. In 1994, 219 schools reported using the Here’s Looking At You, 2000 program, 25 used the LST Program, and 19 used other programs (Glynn 1994). Arkansas, Indiana, Missouri, Pennsylvania, and Rhode Island were able to report the estimated number of students receiving specific programs run by voluntary agencies or local school districts. For example, Indiana reported that 15 percent of its students received the Growing Healthy program.

Interpreting the Diffusion Process

Because of the methodological differences, the results of SHPPS cannot be compared directly with those of the state-based survey conducted by Worden and Flynn. In particular, it is likely that the latter underestimated the type and amount of tobacco use prevention activity that may have been occurring on the local level. The two surveys concurred, however, in their overall assessment: considerable progress has been made, but comprehensive school health education can be improved in some areas, including tobacco use prevention. SHPPS, which focused on multiple activity levels, concluded that few schools met all the major criteria provided in the CDC guidelines (CDC 1994a; Crossett et al. 1999). As a result of its focus, the state-based survey concluded that optimal use had not yet been made of the available research on multichannel methods for maximizing the impact of school health education programs for tobacco use prevention.

Thus, the review of reported program activity in 1994 indicated that we are far from attaining an ideal, national level of educational programs to prevent tobacco use. By one set of criteria, only 4 percent of the middle, junior, and high schools in this nation were
meeting three criteria of a comprehensive tobacco use prevention program in 1994 (Crossett et al. 1999). Several reasons have been offered for this shortcoming at the time. One reason is that the year 1994 fell between two periods that may have been more active. The first period was the late 1980s and early 1990s, when the states of Minnesota and California were implementing large-scale campaigns to reduce tobacco use that were financed by tax revenues from cigarette sales. For a brief time, Michigan also developed mass media spots for preventing smoking among adolescents. Resources for these efforts apparently shrank (Begay et al. 1993), and the campaigns faded by 1994. A second period, which follows the 1994 activities reported here, arguably began with the 1994 publication of the Surgeon General’s report Preventing Tobacco Use Among Young People (USDHHS 1994). That report seems to have stimulated development of a new set of guidelines. In addition, by this time all states had received support to coordinate their education and policy efforts to reduce tobacco use. This support came through the ASSIST program, which began such activities as early as 1991, and through the IMPACT program, which supplemented ASSIST coverage. Therefore, 1994 may represent an interregnum in the enthusiasm for tobacco prevention education. This view is supported by the events of the late 1990s. The major legal and legislative activities (see Chapter 5) were instrumental in mobilizing several states to intensify multichannel efforts at tobacco prevention (described in detail in Chapter 7).

A second reason is that there has been little evidence that the community-based approaches to prevent tobacco use that have been shown to be effective in controlled research studies have been adapted effectively to statewide use. Two states, California and Minnesota, have attempted some evaluation of community-based programs to prevent smoking on a statewide scale. In both cases, marketing research techniques similar to those described as diagnostic and formative research in the VSMM (Worden et al. 1988, 1996) were applied in developing mass media campaigns. Several creative messages for preventing smoking were developed in each state, but the number of messages dedicated to young people was limited; exposure also was limited, because paid advertising slots were allocated to target groups of adults as well as youths (Kizer et al. 1990; Minnesota Department of Health 1991).

Although awareness of each of these campaigns appeared to be high among adolescents, there was no reduction in smoking behavior (Murray et al. 1994; Pierce et al. 1994; Popham et al. 1994). Part of the difficulty may have been the absence of a sufficiently strong school-based program having similar educational objectives. It is also possible that, with funds divided to reach many targeted groups, the media could not be concentrated sufficiently on smoking prevention among youth to have a measurable effect.

A third reason is that programs implemented on a day-by-day basis over the years often lack the essential ingredients for success that were evident when they were created and evaluated by researchers. To be effective, programs should be taught as designed (Rohrbach et al. 1993). For many curricula, teachers require training—if not to encourage adoption of the program, then at least to ensure that the curriculum is correctly and completely delivered (Perry et al. 1990a; Smith et al. 1993). Many teachers are resistant to training (Brink et al. 1991), and teachers who smoke may be particularly uncomfortable with a curriculum that discourages smoking. Such resistance may not affect the quality of a brief, single-pronged program format, such as the Smoke Free Class of 2000, but may jeopardize the integrity of more long-term and comprehensive curricula. It also has been found that a school system’s decision to use a curriculum is simply not enough to ensure successful implementation; teachers should be brought in at the earliest stages of adoption (Rohrbach et al. 1993). Teachers and school administrators with prior experience in tobacco use prevention education should be involved in orienting and inspiring other teachers, who will then be more likely to deliver the curriculum faithfully and effectively (Smith et al. 1993). Successful implementation also depends on the size of the school organization; smaller organizations are more likely to adopt new programs quickly, whereas larger organizations are more likely to maintain a program once it is adopted (McCormick et al. 1995).

A fourth reason is that there appears to be a shortage of linking agents, who have been found to be essential for maintaining educational programs to prevent tobacco use (Dijkstra et al. 1993) and have been recommended in several diffusion studies (Brink et al. 1991; Goodman et al. 1992; Rohrbach et al. 1993). Linking agents are persons or groups that have a strong incentive for maintaining a program and promoting its continuation by consistently and faithfully coordinating all of the necessary resources for implementation. Potential candidates for local linking agents are school health teachers, principals, volunteers, and health professionals; each could ensure that school curricula include a strong component for preventing tobacco use, much as local voluntary agencies have supported the Smoke Free Class of 2000 effort (Brink et al. 1991).
et al. 1991). These individuals, working through a coalition, could also coordinate community program efforts involving families, community organizations, and mass media.

On a state level, the natural linking agents would be the tobacco control coordinators, who could work through coalitions or other state agencies to accomplish several long-term, comprehensive aims: (1) establish legislation mandating school-based tobacco use prevention with guidelines specifying effective curricula; (2) establish a curriculum training program, through the state education department, that would involve school administrators and teachers in the ongoing implementation of school-based curricula to prevent tobacco use; (3) establish a monitoring and support system to determine the penetration and quality of programs throughout the school system and improve instruction with ongoing teacher training; (4) work with parents’ groups and volunteer organizations to support the school program; and (5) work with interested citizens to place media messages that support each of the content areas recommended by the CDC guidelines.

On a national level, linking agents could be agencies, such as the NCI or the CDC, that could support local and state efforts to reduce tobacco use with funding and continued coordination, such as by regularly convening state coordinators to share program ideas. These national linking agents might focus their diffusion efforts on using the mass media, because youth in different markets respond equally well to media-based messages for preventing tobacco use (Flynn et al. 1992). Considerable opportunity exists for enhanced diffusion of programs that have demonstrated effectiveness (Parcel et al. 1989a, b, 1995; O’Hara et al. 1991; Brink et al. 1995; Parcel 1995; McCormick and Tompkins 1998; Siegel and Biener 2000). As an example of such diffusions, the CDC’s Division of Adolescent and School Health initiated the Research to Classroom project. Through this project, CDC identified programs with credible evidence of effectiveness in reducing health risk behaviors among young people. So far, CDC has identified curricula for sexuality and tobacco use prevention. The CDC staff review electronic databases, literature reviews, meta-analyses, and reports to identify evaluation studies that meet the criteria for consideration in the Research to Classroom project. Two external panels, one of evaluation experts and the other of program experts, review the curricula and their evaluations. If both panels recommend adoption of the curriculum, based on attainment of identified criteria, CDC designates the curriculum as a Program that Works. The Research to Classroom project identified Project Towards No Tobacco Use and Life Skills Training as appropriate tobacco use prevention curricula. Research to Classroom also provides information and training on these curricula for interested educators from state and local education agencies, departments of health, and national nongovernmental organizations. The CDC identifies and disseminates information on Programs that Work to help inform local and state choices. The choice to adopt a curriculum ultimately rests with local decision makers and must address community standards and needs.

Conclusions

1. Educational strategies, conducted in conjunction with community- and media-based activities, can postpone or prevent smoking onset in 20 to 40 percent of adolescents.

2. Although most U.S. schools have tobacco use prevention policies and programs in place, current practice is not optimal.

3. More consistent implementation of effective educational strategies to prevent tobacco use will require continuing efforts to build strong, multiyear prevention units into school health education curricula and expanded efforts to make use of the influence of parents, the mass media, and other community resources.
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